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Chanting and solidarity marked the protest for divestment as these
students protested outside Lowry during the Trustees meeting on
Saturday morning. The Trustees refused to direst.
Re -- dedication
By News Services
The re-dedicati- on April is of
Wooster's newly renovated Taylor
Hall will feature a --lecture by adistinguished physicist,
reminiscences by past and present
users of the building and an open
house.
Taylor Hall, which houses thedepartments of physics,
mathematical sciences and the
Academic Computer Center, re-
opened for classes in January after a
year-lon- g renovation, made possible
by contributions to the successfully
completed Campaign for Wooster.
The building was constructed in
1902.
During the re-dedicati- on, Melcher
P. Forbes, professor emeritus at the
College. John W. "BUI" Pokock.
chairman of the College's Board of
Trustees and a 1938 Wooster
graduate, Ed McCreight, a 1966
Wooster t graduate, and Winnie
Williams, a junior ar iae College,
will present "Reminiscences of
Taylor Hall" at 3 p.m. in thebuilding's Aeademie Computer
Center. An open house will follow
their presentations at 4 p.m. At S
p.m. Jeremy Bernstein, professor
of physics at The Stevens Institute of
Registration
Students may begin registering
for next semester classes now by
turning in their registration forms to
the Registrar's Office. The last day
registration forms will be accepted
is April 18 at 4:30 pjn.
Registration forms can be obtain-
ed through advisors during con-
ference times. With the proper
signatures and credits, students
may turn in their forms as soon as
they are completed.
' The registration process, similar
to last semester, will not have an
arena style course selection.
Courses will be determined by com-
puter based on the completed
registration form. If students are not
admitted to their course selections
because of space, they will be
n p? i
of Taylor Hail next Friday
Technology will deliver the keynote
address, "Profiles in Science," in
Freedlander Theater. All events are
open to the pulic without charge.
.Bernstein, in addition to teaching
has been a staff writer for!hysks,he New Yorker magazine since
1981. He has written more than fifty
papers, numerous articles and
twelve books on popular science,
mountain climbing and travel. His
books include "Three Degrees
Above Zero." "Mountain Passages"
and "Cosmological Constants."
Bernstein also is on the board of
editors of the "American Scholar"
for which he writes a bi-ann-ual col-
umn.
An adjunet professor at
Rockefeller University, Bernstein
has held appointments at The In-
stitute for Advanced Study,
Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Oxford University, the University of
Islamabad, and the Ecole
Polytechnique. In addition, he was
Ferris Professor at Princeton
University in 1980 and 1882.
Bernstein has won the AAAS-Westingfao- use
and the U.S. Steel- -
American Institute of Physics
writing prizes and was awarded the
Brandels Creative Arts Medal for
forms due April
notified the following week, ac-
cording to Robert Blair, the
registrar. After that, students will
be able to add classes until the se-
cond week of the following semester,
next falL Blair expressed hope that
students would determine their final
schedule before leaving for the sum-
mer to ensure next semester's
courses.
Cut-o-ff numbers for classes are
determined by faculty and faculty
chairpersons, according to Blair.
These numbers are set to protect
students from being shut out of a
class because of upperelassmen
demands or needs. Blair mentioned
that he was "pleased to see that a
number of departments reserved
space tor freshmen."
Wooster Faculty send petition
Faculty members at The College
, of Wooster hare sent a petition to the
administration in Washington ask-
ing the executive branch to halt the
current attack on the dissemination
of information and to stop efforts to
manipulate information and restrict
. scholarly research.
Ninety-tw- o percent of the Co-
llege's 134 faculty members signed
the petition addressed to the Presi-
dent of the United States and
members of Congress. The
signatures represent all academic
disciplines at Wooster and the two
m aJor political parties.
The petition states: "Believing
that vigilance on the part of an in-
formed citizenry is an essential
bulwark of democracy, we, the
undersigned, faculty members of
The College of Wooster, are alarmed
at what appears to be a systematic
assault by the executive branch of
the federal government on the
general nonfiction. He is a fellow of
the American Physical Society and a
Benjamin Franklin Fellow of the
Roy al Society of the Arts.
MFobes, who still lives in-Woost-er, --
chaired:.-Wooster's mathematical
sciences department from 1948-7- 9
after joining the department in 1940.
He received his master's and doc-
toral degrees from Harvard Univer-
sity.
Pocock, who became chairman of
Wooster's Board of Trustees in 1970,
is a management consultant and na-
tional leader in higher education. He
received bis bachelor's degree in
mathematics and physics at
Wooster and earned a master's
degree in civil engineering from
MXT. He received the Wooster
Alumni Association's Distinguished
Alumni Award in 1985. '
McCreight is a senior research
fellow with Xerox in Los Altos,
California. He will present reflec-
tions on Taylor Hall in the 1960's.
Williams is a computer science
major from Pittsburgh. She was in
strumental in the creation of the
campus' Douglass Hall Experimen
tal Computer Network. She will pre
sent reflections on Taylor Hau as a
current student
Other classes, such as sophomore
and Juniors, as well as seniors, also
have cut-o- ff points for certain
classes. When asked about an up-perclassm- an.
being shut out of a
class. Blair suggested that the stu-
dent work it out with the professor
on an individual basis. "I don't know
of very many seniors in that posi-tion...(- of
being shut out of a
necessary course)," Blair said. But
he did admit that it could happen,
"especially if a senior was taking a
100 level course."
Final course selections must be
completed by the second week of fall
semester through the Registrar's
Office. A late fee of 25 dollars will be
charged if the deadline is not met
18
sources of information necessary for
the functioning of a democratic
society."
The peition charges: "In the name
of efficiency and cost-benef- it prin-
ciples, the Reagan Administration
has eliminated many significant
government documents, inhibited
the free flow of information, evaded
public accountability, and asserted
unprecedented presidential
prerogatives."
Further, the petition continues:
"In the name of national security,
press access to government actions
has been curtailed, the public
dissemination of scientific research
is being threatened, governmental
sources for scholarly research in the
social sciences are being limited or
dosed, and censorship is beginn-
ing."









The Wooster Symphony Orchestra
will present a concert Saturday,
April 12, at 8:15 p.m. in The College
of Wooster's McGaw Chapel.
General admission is $3. All students
will be admitted free.
Under musie director Jack
Gallagher, the orchestra will per-
form "Procession of the Nobles'1 by
Nicolai Rimsky-Korsako- v, the most
famous excerpt from the opera-ball- et
"Mlada,T depicting an elegant
wedding cortege, featuring brass
fanfares and timpani solos;
''Concerto Grosso No. 1" for string
orchestra and piano obbligato by
Ernest Bloch, with sophomore piano
performance major Anne White on
piano; "Conceit in D" for trumpet,
two oboes, strings and contlnuo by
Johann Friedrich Fasch, with senior
psychology major Wesley Taylor on
trumpet; and "Four Dance
Episodes from 'Rodeo'" by Aaron
21-pa- ge summary documenting such
executive branch actions between
1981 and 1S85. These actions fall Into
six categories: research a ad
scholarship; informing the public;
the media; security and informa-
tion; access to information; and
reduction of information.
Faculty members organizing this
effort are calling for congressional
hearings. They are notifying col-
leagues at other institutions and pro-- ,
fessional societies, asking them to
draw the attention of their congres-
sional representatives to this issue
and to call for congressional hear-
ings. - -
Professional societies have begun
to recognize the dangers posed to
research by restrictive regulatory
actions. At the December 1983
American Historical Association
meetincs in New York, resolutions
Continued on Page 4
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Copeland, in nonor of the lamed
American composer's S5th birthday.
On the College's musie faculty
sinee 1977. director Jack Gallagher
holds a bachelor's degree from
Hofstra University and a master's
degree and doctorate, both in com-
position, from Cornell University.
Before coming to Wooster, he was
associate principal . trumpet per-
former with the National Orchestral
Association.
Gallagher is an accomplished
composer of concert musie and has
won many awards and honors for bis
work. Among his compositions,
which have been performed exten- - .
lively by groups across the country,
are 'Toccata for Brass Quintet";
"Mist-Covere- d Mountain,1 a fan-
tasy for symphonic band on a Scot-
tish folk song; Resonances," for
four trumpets; "Sonata for Unac-
companied Trumpet"; and "Sonata
Breve for Unaccompanied Tuba."
L




Column By Ida Williams
Lately it seems as if Wooster is getting into a new
business. This business is fake, unfair and, I believe,
could seriously hurt Wooster's current reputation. The
business of which I speak? That of selling itself on false
pretense.
It has become increasingly obvious that Wooster is
starting to use gimmicks to sell its product- - the quality
Wooster education. For example, the Douglass Com-
puter Network, a student initiated and designed pro-
gram that connects computer terminals in Douglass
dorm through a wiring network. The DEN is an ex-
perimental network that some hope could extend to the
rest of the campus. But not at the rate its going. In order
for the network to be successful students have to use it.
And in order for students to use it, they must buy the
machinery (cost approximately $1700). Most students
cannot afford that kind of money. Especially on top of a
$12,300 comprehensive fee.
Being a Dougalss resident I was aware of the efforts
on the part of the students to cooperate with the ad-
ministration and-o- r the Bookstore to work out buying
plans for the computer system. It was suggested that
renting, similar to the refridgerator renting, could be in-
stituted. Or a payment plan that spread the costs out
over a longer period of time. We were met by negative
responses on both counts, making the DEN more dif-
ficult to actually use. But Wooster is still selling the
DEN to prospective students and other colleges(remember all the publicity last fall) trying to convey
how successful the program, one set-u- p by students, is.
All the DEN becomes, then, is just another gimmick to
entice people to come to Wooster.
Another example is one that hits much closer to some
others on campus. That is the Voice. Lately I have been
having a number of special committee meetings on
ways to improve the Voice. It is felt that by improving
the Voice, the College may become more sellable.
"Look what our students produce on a weekly basis,"
type attitude. This is wrong! The Voice is designed to
facilitate the student, not the prospective student. And
to sell the Voice as an example of fine journalism is a lie.
There isn't even a journalism class offered at The Col-
lege. There are hardly any writing classes. By using
the newspaper to convince students to attend is a terri-
ble way to trick them.
I believe Wooster has enough to "sell" on its own,
without having to refer to gimmicks and tricks. It has
excellent academic rating, a fine faculty, a unique size
and student body and its a great place to try new things.
Why not sell things that Wooster already has? Why
resort to tricks? Wooster has a lot to offer. If one is try-
ing to improve Wooster's image, one should back up
what is claimed with actual facts. Otherwise people will
soon discover the facade.
Proud of student
Editor,
Never in my three years . at
Wooster have I been so proud of our
student body as I was this past
Saturday, April 5, 1986. As I sat with
the Board of Trustees, listened to the
dedicated cries for divestment, and
watched the bowed heads of those
students in the room, I felt a deep
sense of admiration and respect for
these people who cared enough to
act.
The organization and grace with
which the event was carried out was
highly praised by the trustees with
whom I spoke during lunch. They
felt the students made a large im-
pact and forced the trustees to
realize the immediacy and im-
port " of the As trustee
body
commented, "It was a class act!"
All factions of the college pulled
together. We were united and
therefore strengthened. The student
leaders made their stances clear,
and the Board listened.
Thus, I see our progress on Satur-
day as a step in the right direction,
but we must be careful not to destroy
that hard-earne- d respect. We were
heard and must continue to apply
pressure, but the pressure must con-
tinue to be wise and well thought out
like Saturday's event
Congratulations students! You






For the past two weeks, we have
leafed through the Wooster Voice in
anticipation of finding an article on
me wooster swim Team's per
ioral ance at Nationals. However,
much to our dismay, we only found
articles written on the golf, baseball,
and tennis teams' spring tours. Ir--
regardless of past coverage of swim
ming, we never dreamed the
Wooster Voice would "forget" to
report on the team's performance at
Nationals. We simply could not
fathom that they would fail to
recognise the Women's team placing
nun at nationals (an improvement
of only 46 place from last year), and
in the process, eight individuals ob-
tained 19 Ail-Americ- an and 6
Honorable Mention rankings. Nor
would we expect them to neglect
reporting on an outstanding per
ioral ance by wooster's first male
swimmer to compete in Nationals in
five years, or a senior male diver's
tenth place finish in the nation. The
question raced through our minds:
What does it take by Wooster Voice's
standards to be noteworthy? Judg-
ing by the contents of the sports sec-
tion throughout the season, the Swim
Team is held to standards not ap
plied to other sports. Much to our
dismay, this is not the first oversight
made by the Wooster Voice: yet this
is
.
really only the epitome of in-
consistent coverage.
Highlighting our frustration was
the February 7. 1988 issue of the
Voice, which not only neglected to
report on two important victories by
both the Men's and Women's Swim
Teams, but in its place, printed an
article on Kenyon swimming. Since
when is it the responsibility of a col-
lege paper to report on other
schools' successes with no reference
to their team's own success? Thus,
after a season of disappointment and
frustration over the Voice's neglect
to report on our efforts, we have two
objectives with this letter. First,
after giving the Voice chance after
chance to properly cover the Swim
Team's performance, we wanted to
enlighten the Wooster Voice on what
uey musea. secondly, we would
use u answer toe editor s appeal to
the student body posed in the
editorial on February 14, 1988. And
we quote: "I am asking that if youhave something that yon care about,
to write a letter to the editor and ex-press your concern." The Swim
Team cares about professional and
consistent coverage of ALL Varsity
and Club sports. We expect the
school newspaper to live op to the
responsibility of reporting to the
school the efforts of anyone
representing the College of Wooster.
especially when their efforts are met
with such success.
We ask af the WoAtter VnW twit An.
ty the sports section, to give credit
where credit is due and rivm th
school population the information
required to support and get excited
about their school. Isn't this what
the editor haa hn hHm a
students throughout the year? Well.
we ask the Wooster Voice tn An thiipart as welL
TheCollege of Wooster
Swimming and Diving Team
Editor's Note: According to the
Sports Editor, a reporter for the
Voice continually tried to contact
Keith Beckett, the coach, for swim-
ming information. Although the
reporter tried to make appointments
and interviews, Beckett refused
because be was "too busy." An
honest ' effort was made by the





Recently, Dan Roxmiarek publish-
ed a letter in the Voice describing
the apathy among the "majority" of
Douglass residents who do little or
no work on their committees.Beading this, I felt outraged that he
would take this hvnocHHral itino.having attended no programs this
semester, wnen i confronted him
about this discrepancy between
words and actions, he replied that he--was
a perfect example of the type or
resident he wrote about
An article like this could have bet--
ter served the College coming at a
more opportune time. Early m the
first semester would have been ap-
propriate, when it might have pro-
vided some motivation to the
residents of the dorm to work
harder, lest they not be allowed to
return. Coming as it does im-
mediately before the applications
.
are considered for next year, I
believe the only possible purpose
served by the publication of this arti-
cle is that of a "parting shot"
Dan is leaving the dorm. He won't
be worrying about the admission
process. His letter is directed most
fundamentally at those' who will
make the choices of who gets in and
who doesn't If the 'committee does,
take his advice and screen residents
more carefully, the large number of
residents who have become used to --
doing at little as possible and have
lived-i- n the dorm for several years
are in danger of suddenly
.
and
without warning being denied ad-
mission. The letter served as a war
ning to ' make up for another
apathetic year with a flurry of en-- J
1
.1 . , m Y 1 1 m m m h .i i. n m am m
, I urge the screening committee to
ignore this potshot If standards of
re ad mission are to be raised,
residents must be given fair warning
and time to learn to be more sup-
portive of the dorm, even if out of
necessity. Attempting to pull the rug







The ancient Greeks had a very odd
notion. They believed that potters
should have the authority to make
decisions about potterymaking. that
shipbuilders should make decisions
about shipbuilding, and that
generals should conduct military
strategy. However, no one is unique- -
.
ly qualified to make moral and
political decisions. The Greeks held
that the gods give a share of moral
and political wisdom to everyone.
The Athenian historian
Continued on Page 3
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The College of Wooster has still
not divested itself of stock of com-
panies operating in South Africa.
The Board of Trustees was here
from the third to the fifth of April,
and despite student action at the
General Assembly meeting on
Saturday, the Trustees reaffirmed
their commitment to holding on to
their stocks. The students presented
a proposal to the Board that would
have had Wooster divested com-
pletely in three years, remained in
the meeting protesting the Board's
lack of action on this proposal
though they were asked to leave,
while other students rallied in sup-
port of divestment just outside the
Faculty Lounge where the meeting
was taking place.
The Board finally voted to have a
committee established that would
consist of students, faculty, ad-
ministration and trustees that would
look into the issue of r divestment
more fully. Originally, this commit-
tee was slated for meeting at the
next Board meeting at the end of
May, but faced with the prospect of
over sixty students withdrawing
from Wooster because of what they
see as racist behavior by the Col-
lege, the date for the committee
meeting was moved up to before the
end of April. The transfer drive was
led by the Black Students Associa-
tion, which met with President
Copeland to inform him of this on
Monday.
What is the cause of this im-
pressive wave of action surrounding
this issue? Finally, this has become
a community issue. Groups ranging
from the Women's Resource Center,
to the Student Activities Board, to
the Student Government Association
have come out and publicly stated
their support for divestment. It was
a beautiful thing to be seated at the
Student Relations Committee
meeting last Friday and here almost
every group's report have some
mention of supporting divestment. I
This is something that we cannot af-
ford to lose.
With all the talk about community
being needed on campus, we must
not forget each other after the Col-
lege divests. The sense of communi-
ty that has been established between
different campus organisations
must be kept It is a necessary
resource. Each organization win
benefit from having stronger ties
with the other organizations around
campus, and the campus will also
benefit Please let us not forget what
has brought us this far in the divest-
ment ery when divestment has been , I




Applicants should submit a
etter of intent
ettersof recommendation
o Tim Franck in
ommunications
Continued from Page 2
Thucydides wrote, "We alone
regard a man who takes no interest
in public affairs, not as a harmless,
but as a useless character... We are
all sound judges of a policy." For
that reason, every member of the
community had an equal say in
determining policy. They believed
that no specialist or group of
specialists could make moral deci-
sions for the whole of the communi-
ty. This is the essence of democracy- -
rule by the people.
Things work a bit differently at
Wooster. An oligarchy of
businessmen called the "trustees"
has absolute, final control over af-
fairs at this college. President
Copeland has stated to us that the
Trustees are not answerable to the
students. This oligarchy was not
elected by the students or the facul-
ty. I'm not exactly sure by what
criteria they admit members to
their group, but it seems that the on-
ly qualification of such members is
that they have successfully climbed
a corporate ladder somewhere.
Businessmen, not professors or
students, run an educational institu-
tion.
Now I think that Plato would have
been irate if Pericles and a group of
Athenian merchants tried to tell him
how to run his Academy. Likewise,
Aristotle would never have tolerated
a group of outsiders controlling the
Lyceum. Authority in the univer-
sities of the middle ages rested with
the senior professors, the masters in
their fields. How do you think they
would have reacted if the local spice
merchants' guild attempted to dic-
tate policy to them? Universities in
Britain still operate in a similar
fashion; they have no trustees.
At Wooster, the situation is par-
ticularly bad since the ruling oligar-
chy is flagrantly unrespt. ns' veto the
wishes of the student.. Even when
the Student Government Associa-
tion, Campus Council, and a host of
other organizations make a state-
ment itJs tossed aside. Sadly, re-
cent events suggest that the
Trustees are only responsive to coer-
cion.
No individual, committee, or
minority segment of the college
community holds a monopoly on
moral and political wisdom. No such
minority is qualified to make policy
decisions without the consent of the
entire community. The Trustees
may not be legally answerable to the
students, yet whether or not the
ackowledge it they are morally
answerable to all of us. Any claim to
the contrary is illegitimate.
Democracy is a notion that's been
tossed around for a couple thousand
years. You may call me radical, but
always thought it was a good idea.










In a world where competition
counts, efficiency and efficient
machines become paramount It's a
concept Americans are particularly
fond of. From F-1- 6's to X-win- gs, the
idea is to beat the bad guys by being
smaller, faster, more flexible, and
high tech. Competition, however,
has moved from the battle front to
the bedroom, and with it an idea of
beauty borrowed from machines we
admire. Those cuddly buxom bomb
shells of the forties have given way
to an altogether new kind of bomb:
lean, sleek and lethal.
I am not a historian of bodily
fashion. I cannot chart a relation
ship between hourglass Gibson girls
and the lusty Nike or samotnrace.
But it is obvious that posters of sleek
blonds spread over the sinuous con
tours of a Ferrari set-u- p parallel
curves: the shapes we recognize as
beautiful in women and in cars are
the same ones. The image of women
touted today isn't just curved, but
aerodynamic. "Vogue" often looks
like a textbook on cenic sections in-
carnate: the model's mathematical-
ly perfect bodies inspire respect. In
television, videos, and movies
threatening women are the women
worth chasing. It's the same charge
we set out of caressing a race car or
speed boat In the final analysis
what's really threatening about ac-
tresses and models isn't so much
their health, wealth, or in-
dependence, but their parabolic
buns.
Men are a little more complicated.
In a sense they created and nurtured
the machine aesthetic and have a lit-
tle more control over it Engineering
and science, traditionally male- -
dominated professions, provided the
threatening products most men
wanted, from Corvette sting-ray- s to
graphite golf clubs. They also
designed, and still design, most
women's clothing, as well as choos
ing models. In short men heavily in
Through horrid Glosses
Column by Bill Mertz
This is the sad story of an
American hero. We all learned the
tale about Jonathan Trudd in
elementary school. He was the
famous customs agent who made
sure that nothing got into the coun
try which was injurious to the public
welfare, it was him. we learned, who
kept out the dangerous element of
food which we know as "liquor-fille- d
eandies." But sow that the sac--
earine sweetness of idealism which
we learned in elementary school has
been worn down by the stark
realities of adulthood, it is time to
blow the doors off of that one last
happy story.
I realize that many readers may
not have heard of Mr. Trudd. OK,
perhaps none. His contribution to
America is studied in the seventh
grade of the Wyoming school
system. Seventh grade is when they
teach state history. All Wyoming
could come up with was Trudd.
in 1820, Jonathan Trudd missed a
turn and took a country road an the
way to Chicago. He eventually
travelled to New York City, com-
pletely unable to distinguish bet-
ween one direction and another. He
probably would have gone forever,
but he hit the ocean. The Atlantic
one, to be exact Mr. Trudd was a
thinking man, however, and decided
not to recover all the miles which he
had driven. Sure of his confused self,
he knew that he was pointed in the
right direction, and that the turn he
was looking for would show up at
any second. He would simply settle '
until he was financially able to cross
the ocean.
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by machinery
fluence what a woman thinks she
should look like, and all too often
men tell women to look like
machines. There's a perverse irony
about locker room comparisons bet-
ween riding motorcycles and riding
girlfriends.
Men's machine aesthetichowever, has caught up with them.
Even the "European male"
stereotype seems to be moving
towards machines and away from
culture. Take the difference between
Sean Connery (3rd place, Mr.
Universe Competition, 1935) and the
shorter, hairless actor they found to
replace him. Connery caught enemy
agents when they chose the wrong
wine; Roger Moore- - uses a gizmo.
Rambo, on the other hand, is THE(American male-effici- ent like a
machine, ferociously wholesome
hike an ape. The best of both worlds?
Don't hold your breath. Even Ram- -
bo's pecs nave geometric sym-
metry, each Nautilus-bui- lt muscle
clear as if it had been snapped in
place. And the Terminator, an in-
vincibly male robot played by
Swartzenhagger, speaks for himself.
I'm not denying there's a powerful
current of primitivism about sex, a
trend towards animal metaphors
and violent animal passions that
belie machines. Duran Duran's wolf
howls and Natasha Klnsky slinking
across the screen in "Cat People"
have that much in common. But
think about the animals we choose:
dark, clean, and deadly. I don't think
"Horny like a Grizzly" would have
sold so well. . Bears may be
dangerous, but they're not
aerodynamic enough for us. We con-
sign their slugewh minds and brute
overkill to the bureaucracy-ridde- n
Russians.
Panthers and Porsches have
power in common. While some
aspects of sex have oriented towards
the mechanics of pleasure, others
emphasize the pleasure of power,
violent and otherwise. Witness the
I Trudd was a veteran, staunchly
serving in tne garrison nailing from
the town of Sundance. The Sundance
boys did an amazing job in a tin
lanve tnrougnout the whole country.(They raised more tin in Sundance
than the people of Cheyenne did in
the capital city. They were famous
throughout the state. And Jonathan
Trudd, modest as any American boy
should be, blushed like crazy when
lie was kissed by none other than
lUlllan Gish. He earried the picture
Everybody. That's one thing he liked
anoui new rorx. xnere sure were a
Dot of people to show that nicture to.
Everyone in Sundance had seen itpis veteran status had earned him aposition at a customs agent There
was no way he could have made that
much money back in Sundance. He
Wedded to stay in New York.
This is how the Wyoming history
book describes Jonathan Trudd's
early life: "Jonathan Trudd. a
native of Sundance, had always
dreamed of carving his place is
history. A hero of the war effort
against the Germans, and a personal
mena of Hollywood starlet Lillian
Gish. he travelled to New York City.
He vowed to amend the woefully in-
adequate safeguards which the
Easterners had erected to protect
the public welfare from future Euo-pea- n
dictators."
Jonathan Trudd continued in hisjob. He married an average rirl
from a conservative family. They
had two average bouys. They lived
in a small, average house. The dots
never really got along with their
father. They couldn't understand
rise of handcuffs, bondage halters,
spikes and dog collars today. Sex
has twisted to combat and combat
relies on the efficient use of power.
Bondage expresses physical control,
but most of us use more subtle knots.
A surgical touch in lovemaking
makes us feel secure about
ourselves. As long as we have what
it takes to turn on mates, they won't
be turning elsewhere. Mechanical
finesse and physical bondage both
express a competitive attitude
towards sex. To win in the bedroom
you need to be good consistently-efficie- nt
and faultless like a
machine.
Americans jog and diet more that
anyone else in the world, often for
the same reason. Doubtlessly, exer-
cise fights off disease, helps people
feel good about them sieves, and
makes sex more pleasurable. But
most of us want to be thinner than is
good for us. An image of robust roun-
dabout strength has been supplanted
by the chic and mechanical. I'm all
for health and low fat content but
worry about your motives. How thin
is too thin, and is thin appearance
worth pursuing for its own sake?
There are media exceptions to
machine aesthetics. Madonna, boun-
cing through the world where neon is
nature, carries a slightly chubby
stomaeh all the same. Jack
Nicholson's tubby profile in "Terms
of Endearment" is flabby and
vulnerable. It is also humane.
Perfect bodies are calibrated by
Fisher, not Nautilus. I've always
been underweight myself, but in a
media dominated by mathematical
curves, it's nice to find a parabolic
stomach now and then. Maybe it's
time
to value those, too, if only to keep
ourselves in touch with flabbier feel-
ings, the ones rebels and lovers sup-
posedly fight to preserve, efficiently
or not
Warren Hedges
him. He was always trying to teach
them how to catch snakes. It was a
futile process, as there weren't
many snakes to be found in Queens,
and the boys invariably missed
many a day playing baseball.
Mediocre as it was, Trudd family
life was a tale of Americana.
One day, Trudd came home from
work and found his wife rather
upset It seemed that a friend of the
Trudds had recently returned from a '
trip to Germany, and had gives the
children some candy. While Mrs. v
Trudd was out of the house for
awhile that day. the children ate all
the candy-t-wo haxea nf ft n th
time Mr. Trudd had come home
from work, the children were asleep.
But Mrs. Trudd had spent two hours
.brlnr to control two rather dnmV
young children who were Intent oa
holding battle practice in the living
room. Nerf balls hadn't been in-
vented yet Antiques, however, had.lira. Trudd- - a Ammrmt mmhr a .
the WCTU. did not take favorahlv to
alcohol. And as Mr. Trudd's agency
had let it into the country in the form
of candy, she blamed Mr. Trudd. She
then announced, in the name of the
WCTU, a tactic by which she would
be Hire never to mnmiitr Rim.peas liqour-fille- d eandies again. She
becan a sexual hoTtott nmt art -
Trudd. Pat Benatar hadn't been
born yet Prohibition, however, had.
Mr. Trudd went to hit niwrinnThey ruled that the entrance Af
liquor-fille- d candies was "injurious'
10 ine puouc welfare," in ac-
cordance with the guidelines of theEighteenth Amendment Mr. Trudd
tonunuea on rage
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petition
Continued from Page 1
were passed censuring me
deliberate slowing of thedeclassification of government
documents. Since 1981 the American
Library
Association has documented in
detail what it sees as an attack on
the fundamental right of citizens to
be informed about thie'r govern-
ment. In autumn 1985, presidents of
17 of the nation's leading scientific
and engineering societies accused
the Defense Department of creating
a system of classification for
research projects which restricts
the exchange of scientific informa
tion. The issue arose when the Pen
tagon imposed restrictions on 25
papers at the April 1985 meeting of
the Soceity of Photo-Optic- al In-
strumentation Engineers.
These efforts to restrict and in
fluence scholarly research are part
of a pattern. Wooster faculty
members contend, in which the
policies of the executive branch
have tacitly redefined freedom of in-
quiry, of speech, and of the press.
They claim these are not isolated
acts, and they believe that the
cumulative effect represents a sub-
tle but steady slide away from the
concepts of open government and
the citizen's right to know.
i
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Glasses
Continued from Page 3
was soon smiling again. Not much,
however, as the story is'till set in
1920s WCTU-styl- e Americana. But
even when Prohibition was repeal-
ed, the rule stayed in the customs
handbook. No one remembered
where it came from, or why, and
travellers are warned to this day
that liqour-fille- d candies are in-jurious to the public welfare.
This is what the Wyoming state
history book, written four years
after Trudd's death, says:
"Sometime into his job. Trudd
became aware of a profit-makin- g
scheme run be the corrupt Eastern
importer who was in league wih a
Germany leaning towards the evil of
Nazism. Trudd took the matter to his
superiors, who acted with the
federal government and passed the
necessary rules to stop the
despicable actions. Jonathan Trudd,
Sundance native and American
hero, will never be forgotten."
About the time of the Great
Depression, Trudd had faded into
obscurity. His sons say that his wife
died at an early age. They still could
not understand their father, and end-
ed up alienating him. Sometime in
the fifties, Trudd gave up and
returned to Wyoming, realizing that,
indeed, he had missed the turn. He
entered Sundance in the company of
two attractive beatnik girls. He was
smiling more than ever. And there
were lots of new people to show his
picture of Lilian Gish to.
Come Alive With Books
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Association is still accepting ap-
plications for its 1988 summer and
fall Park, Forest and Resource
Assistant program .
The Student Conservation
Association, for its thirtieth year, is
offering hundreds of volunteer
educational work positions in con-
servation and resource manage-
ment for college students and other
adults during the summer and fall of
1986.
These- - positions will enable
selected individuals to contribute
from ten to twelve weeks of their
time to the management and protec-
tion of the country's national parks,
national forests, wilderness areas,
wildlife refuges and other public
lands or to assist in the activities of
private organizations dedicated to
land and resource conservation.
Selected volunteers will work in-
dependently or assist conservation
professionals .with such tasks as
wildlife surveys, natural history in-
terpretation, backcountry and
wilderness patrol, and biological or
archaeological research. In return
for their efforts, volunteers will
develop skills and gain experience
that often translate into future paid
employment with resource manage
ment agencies. Past participants
also have found their volunteer ser
vice to be personally rewarding,
whether or not they are considering
a conservation career.
For more information, write to
P.O. Box 550. Charlestown, New





Two mathematics talks are
scheduled next week for the interest!
of general audiences and students.
The first lecture will be on Tues
day. April 15. at 5 p.m. in Taylor 110.
Dr. David Stanley, from Ohio!
Wesleyan, will be speaking on
"Mathematical Models of Heat Ac-- I
cumulation."
The second will be by Dr. Todd
Fell, from Denison University, at 4
p.m. on Thursday. April 17, also in




Wooster is a campus for us, the
students, and it is up to us to keep it
alive. The Student Activities Board
is here to channel all the input of the
students and really keep the campus
moving. If you have any suggestions
as far as films, bands, Lowry Center
Art Wall exhibitions, travel, or any
activities in general, ask anyone on
SAB or try the SAB office. SAB is
also there for anyone to get involved
in. We need you to keep this campus
moving.
Do you think the football team is
honored too much at Homecoming
or not enough? Should there be five
outstanding senior women and five
outstanding senior men, or should
we narrow it down to one of each?
Should GPA come into play when
selecting outstanding seniors? Why
didn't yon attend last year's
Homecoming Dance? Should the
dance be held out on the patio? Why
does SAB bother advertising "Spirit
Week"? What would improve
Homecoming Weekend 1988? What
would get you invovled?
The Special Events Committee is
beginning to re-evalu- ate Homecom-
ing Weekend. There are two ways
you can get involved. The first way
Is by completing and returning the
SAB Homecoming surrey and the
seeond is by attending the
Homecoming Brainstorming
Meeting on Monday, April 14, 1988 at
8:30 p.m. in Lowry 119. Make




Wooster Community Hospital will
be offering the American Lung
Association's program, "Freedom
From Smoking." This seven session
course will begin April 16. For fur-
ther information, contact the Health
Education Department at 284-411- 2.
For Sale: Used Smith-Coron- a Cor-onoma- tic
Typewriter. Pric
negotiable.
282-62-42 at extension 2488.
Becker to present mime I. S.
By Liz Kershaw
If the word mime conjures up just
a picture of a silent white face in-
teracting with illusionary objects in
a city park, then next weekend'aper-formanc- e
of "And Now For
Something Completely..." will be
quite an eye-openi- ng experience.
It's going to be presented April 17-1-9
at 8:15 p.m. in Shoolroy Theatre
and is free although reservations
should be made.
The production is an exploration of
six styles of mime by senior
Jonathan Becker, a theatre major,
as part of his Independant Study re-
quirement. Becker is hesitant about
using the word mime in describing
the show he created and is directing.
He often replaces it with the phrase
"dramatic movement" because of
the street-perform- er stereotype.
Becker has chosen the various styles
in the production "to show the an--
Heiser to discuss
Dr. Arnold M Heiser, Harlow
Shapely Visiting Professor of
Astronomy, will present a public
talk on Galaxies as part of his visit to
the College of Wooiter. The lecture
will take place at --7:30 p.m. on April
14, in the Andrew Lecture Room of
TavlorHalL
Galaxies, great "families" of hun-
dreds of billions of stars is orbit
around a common center, seem to be
the basic "building blocks" of the
Universe, and their origin and evolu-
tion represents one of the principal
problems of modern theoretical
astronomy. The Milky Way, the haxy
band of llgnt visible in tne mgntame
skr on a clear moonless night, is in
fact our "insiders view" of our own
Galaxy. Today we recognize that the
Milky way Galaxy is a sptrai-snape-a
system about 100,000 light years in
Hiimtr containing aoout w
binim stars: the Sun (and theEarth) Is located about 30,000 lightyears from the center. Our
telescopic photographs of distant
regions of the Universe reveal tens
of billions of galaxies comparable to
tne Milky way.
Heiser is the Director of the A.J,
Dyer Observatory at Vanderbilt
University in Nashville, Tennesee,
where he is an associate professor of
Physics and Astronomy. He holds
degrees in astronomy from the
University of Chicago and Indiana
University, and has held appoint-
ments as Visiting Astronomer at
Kitt Peak National Observatory on
several occasions. His research in-
terests include galactic-structu- re.
pulsating stars, and comets.
The Harlow Shapley Visiting Pro
fessor Program is sponsored by the
American Astronomical Society and
the Shapley Endowment Fund. The
program is named for Harlow
. The following presentations can be
heard on the WCWS Public Affairs
Hour from 11:00 to 12:00 noon for the
week of April 14-Ap-ril 18.
Monday: Family of Women, "Third
World Marriage" and "Women of
Peace."
Tuesday: Senior Convocation by
David Carey and Tom Shearer.
Wednesday: Family f Women,
"Women and Politics" and "Women
and Work."
Thursday: "Topics for Today" with
Susan Schiemann and David Dean.
Friday: Family of Women, "Sex
Reproduction" and Science Journal,
"In Search of the Perfect Pregnan-
cy: Trends in Obstetrics and
Neonatal Care."
dience that mime is a legitimate
form of theatrical expression," he
said. "Mime is an art form that can
and should be done in the theatre,
although street performance cer-
tainly has its place."
Five people act throughout the
evening; Becker, senior Laurie
Campbell, junior Ken Wolf,
sophomore Dorothy Byers, and high
school student Andy Abrams. In-
volved behind the scenes are
sophomores Miatta Wilson and Bay
Inkle, who are the technical
manager-stag-e director and props
designer, respectively. The show
uses very few props, though, and
each act will bring with it its own
props. "It's a show without a set,"
Wilson explained.
The first half of the performance
is a look at historical or traditional
forms of mime. The first piece, call-
ed "An A-dolt-e- ry", is a modern in--
Milky Way
Shapely, former president of the
Society. Shapley was the American
astronomer whose 1917 studies of
globular star clusters first revealed
the true size and shape of the Milky
Way Galaxy. Additional support for
this lecture is provided by the Socie-
ty of Physics Students and the
Students Government Association.
terpreUtion of a type of 6th century
Roman comedy. In the second, "Au-
dience Critic", an Italian stereotype
from the 1800's, a servant character
named Arllechino, is introduced.
The last piece. "Act Without
Words", is a comic form of the tradi
tional Japanese No plays called
Kyogen. This is the only piece not
written by Becker. It was written by
Samuel Beckett.
The second half is more contem-
porary. "Change Please" is a form
of mime dance using black hoods
and white face masks. "A Story..."
uses only two silent characters and a
box. The final piece in the show is
"Simplicity", which is based on the
the book "The Little Prince." It
follows a move now happening in
contemporary theatre that Becker
describes as "new wave" or "new
vaudeville". The main character, a
clown, is used as the ultimate human
being here, according to Becker,
because "he's a character .we can all
sympathize with. Through his suc-
cesses and failures we can approve
of our own."
Becker commissioned a composer
whom he had met while studying
theatre in New York City last year to
write the music used in the last
piece.
a simple, austere setting, and a
limited instrumental accompani-
ment reminiscent of the Noh drama
but with the Buddhist tale
transformed to an English setting
and played by a group of English
monks.
Britten's conception of this work
as one for church performance is
reflected in certain compositional
devices used to create the effect of
the resonance of a large cathedral.
By scoring the vocal parts so that
singers areSWfStslightly aheadother, the illusion of the vast, n$
nam spaces of a large cnurcn is
created.
Senior Challenge
The Senior Challenge continues I
The Senior Challenge Committee is
still accepting senior donations to
the Wooster Fund. Thus far, 30 per
cent of tne senior class has donated.
This year the seniors sent out a
challenge to all the schools in the
ncac, ratner than Wooster Alumni.
In order to give a senior class gift
this year the seniors must meet the
150 percent mark to obtain matching
lunai. iei a meet tne cnauenge.
'Curler River'shoivsSunday
Members of the faculty and
students of Kent State University
under the direction of James Stuart
will present Benjamin Britten's
"Curlew River" on Sunday. April 13
at 3 p.m.
"Curlew River" is based on theJapanese Noh drama
"Sumldagawa." During a brief stay
in Tokyo, Britten saw two different
performances of the drama and was
greatly impressed by the touching
and moving tale and the' intense,
stylised method of performance, and
decided to use it as the basis for a
new opera.
In 1984, the parable for church per-- ,
formances. "Curlew River" was
published, utilizing an all male case.
Sawyer to speak
Tom Sawyer, the mayor of Akron,
will be coming to The College of
Wooster campus on Tuesday, April
15. He will address the topic
"Elected Politics: The Real Story."
Sawyer attended The College of
Wooster. He has had a distinguished
career in city politics, and may run
for office at the national level. His
address will be at 7:30 in
Freedlander Theater.
an DOHIKO'S j
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As part of a Midwest tour, pianist
Timothy Shafer will perform at The
College of Wooster's Mackey Hall
Sunday, April 13, at 7:30 p.m.
snafer, wno undertook tne tour as
a centennial commemoration of
composer Frantz Liszt, will play
"Premiere Annee (Switzerland)1'
and parts of "Seconde Annee (Ita
ly)." both portions of Liszt's "An--
nees de Peiertnage (Tne Years ox
Pilgrimage).
Following nearly an hour of
Shafer1s performance will be a half-ho- ur
intermission during which
refreshments will be served by the
College's Student Music Association.
After intermission.. Shafer will per
form for about forty minutes.T
.Sutherland to talk on 'Language
Newspealc and Logic'
Warden, Master and Principal are
titles used in Britain to identify
heads of colleges and universities.
Next Wednesday, April 18, at 8:00
S.m., in Lean Lecture Room, Pro-ess- orStewart R. Sutherland, Prin-
cipal of King's College, London, will
speak on "Language, Newspeak,
and Logic" a lecture based on a
series of lectures he delivered tills
past March at Durham University,
England. The lectures were part of a
symposium honoring the fiftieth an-
niversary of the publication of A.J.
i
--1..
for one week only.
Domino's Pizza offers you
THE STOMACH STUFFER
Buy a 12" with thick crust, double




Buy a 16" two Item Pizza
and 6 cokes for $ 3 --60 -
NO COUPON NECESSARV
NO COUPON ACCEP'?
OFFER GOOD APR. 1 iTHRU APR 2 5 1888
823-511- 1 264-980- 0




Virginia, Shafer began studying
music at the age of five. He studied
both piano and trombone throughout
high school, winning many awards
and Honors for bis performance on
both instruments.
Shafer studied under Sanford
Margolis at Oberlin College Conser-- I
vatory. where he earned a bachelor
of music degree in piano pern
formance. While at Oberlin. he won
many competitions and awards in-
cluding the Charleston Symphony
Young Artist Competition. Oberlin's
Rudolf Serkin Outstanding Junior
Pianist Award, the first Senior
Piano Honors Award Competition
and the Faustina Hurlbitt Outstan-
ding Senior Performer Award.
As a result of these and other
awards, the 25-ye- ar old Shafer has
performed extensively. He has been
ah -- active chamber musician and
-- soloist, touring many cities in the
United States. In 1985, he won the In-
diana University Annual Piano Con
certo Competition and as a result
played the Tchaikovsky First Piano
Overture with the Indiana Universi-
ty Concert Orchestra.
Shafer has taught music for ten
years to beginners and advanced
! students. He was an assistant
member of Oberlin College's
pedagogy staff from 1980 to 1982 and
since 1982 has been an associate in
structor of piano at Indiana Univer
sity, wnere ne earned a masters
degree in pianoperformance in 1984.
Shafer has studied with John
Perry at the Aspen Summer Music
Festival, where he received a
scholarship in 19SL and Menahem
Pressler at Indiana University. He
and his wife reside in Bloomington,
Indiana, where he is completing a
doctor of musical arts degree in
piano pefonnanee with minors in
piano pedagogy and music history.
Currently. Shafer is studying wiih
pianist Michel Block.
Ayer's Language, Truth, and Logic.
Before taking his post as Principal,
he chaired King's College. Depart-
ment of Religious Studies and has
taught religion and philosophy atStirling University, Scotland and at
Wooster. He has given several guest
lectures in Britain, including OxfordUniversity which were published by
Oxford University Press, and he is
the author of several other articles
and books, including. a major study
of Dostoyevsky.
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Sports
The women's lacrosse team
weekend.
defeated Oberlin and Earlham last
Photo By Sid Hastings courtesy of
News Services
Scottie Lacrosse takes pair
By Dave Carey, News Services
The College of Wooster women's
lacrosse team posted its first two
victories of the season Saturday in
impressive fashion, defeating
Oberlin 14--7 and Earlham 18-- 7. The
Scotties, who are now 1-- 0 in the
NCAC and 2--1 overall, are in the pro-
cess of compiling some impressive
statistics.
In the first game, the Scottiesjumped out to a 3-- 0 lead and were
never challenged, as they forged a
10--3 halftime edge. Senior Betty Ti-
tle scored four goals and had one
assist, while freshman Kilty Belt
scored two goals and notched four
assists. Belt's sister, Aggie, amd
Liddy Williams added three goals
and one assist each.
.
The afternoon encounter with
Earlham was supposed to be much
closer than it turned out to be. Last
year, the Scotties were defeated by
Golfers win at Marietta
by Jimmy Page
This past Friday and Saturday the
linksters won the Marietta College
Invitational by eight strokes over
Denison university.
After Friday's first round.
Wooster led by just three strokes
over Denison. Leading the way for
wooster was Charlie Hutchinson
with a 74 and Mike Collins with a 78
Going into the final round on Satur-
day, the golfers knew that Denison
would be trying to pressure the Scots
early with steady play.
The Big Red
did in fact catch Wooster with just
five holes to play in the tournament.
But this fact seemed to boost the
Scots as they posted 7 closing birdies
as a team to pull away their second
victory of the year.
The key to this victory was the
outstanding play of Mike Collins.
the Quakers twice.6-- 3 and 14--5. This
year, Earlham had the benefit of ad-
ded incentive. Scottie coach Sheila
Noonan left Earlham at the end of
the year to come to The College of
Wooster. But the Quaker's needed a
lot more incentive in a game that
began in a driving rainstorm and
was decided by halftime. Title was
absolutely unstoppable as she fired
in eight goals (giving her 12 for the
day and 15 in three games) 'and
handed out three assists.
Although overshadowed by Title's
performance, Kilty Belt continued to
be impressive with four goals while
Aggie Belt contributed three goals.
The Scotties will take on the
suprise team of the NCAC, Kenyon,
at Severence Stadium Wednesday,
before traveling to Granville for
three games in two days, including
one against nationally ranked Sweet
Briar.
who closed the gap with an even par
71, which added to his 76 cave him a
147 total and tournament medalist
honors. The rest of the team also
played well in the final round. Jamie
Ross finished with a 78 and Hutchin
son and Tad Mason fired 7Ts. Hut
chinson finished 5th individually at
153 and Mason was 10th at 157.
This second win has boosted the
team's confidence, and also the
team's national rankings. According
to Coach Bob Nye, the latest victory
should make the Scots number one
in their region and push them into
the top 10 in the country.
The golfers play in their own
Beckler-Parl- or invitational today
and tomorrow at the college course
and at Wooster C.C. Come out and




The Wooster Scots baseball team
lengthened their winning streak to
nine games last weekend with a pair
of victories last April 5, against
Muskigum College. On what was a
cloudy, and sometime rainy Satur-
day, the Wooster beat the Muskies in
the first game by a healthy 15 to 5,
and came from behind in the second
game to win 10-- 9 in extra innings.
This raises the teams overall record
to 18-- 3, pending the outcome of a
game played yesterday afternoon at
Heidelberg. They are 4-- 0 in the
NCAC.
Senior ace Thorn Daley was on the
mound in the first game for the
Scots, and held the Muskies to 6 hits
in five innings, and struck out four.
Junior Mike Hatfield came on to
relieve in the 6th, and held the
Muskies to only one run on one hit to
win the save. Also playing very well
was junior Rick Sforzo, who batted
4-- 4 in this game, and had SRBI's.
The Muskies managed to get
single runs in all but the second and
sixth innings, though, making good
use of their seven total hits for the
game. Their third baseman Hicker-so-n
was the Muskies biggest hitter
for the day, the only person with
more than 1 hit or RBI, he having
two of each.
The Scots, on the other hand, had
another productive hitting game.
The first inning started out with an
RBI homer by shortstop Rick Sforzo,
batting in the number 3 spot Next
was to be a 10 batter second inning.
With three on base, second
baseman Brian Sullivan hit a single
to knock in one, followed by a two
RBI. double by Sforzo. Next, D.H.
Dave Kessler drove in one off a.
single, and another run was scored
off an error by the Muskingum
shortstop Wilkins, to bring the total
to five runs for the inning.
The third inning was to prove even
bigger, with runs on five hits. Right
fledler Dave Peterjohn led off the in
Track teams
By David Dean
Last Saturday the men's and
women's outdoor track team com
peted at the Case Western Invita
tional. Out of a field of eigtb teams (
Case, Malone, Walsh. OWU,
Denison, ML Union, Oberlin, and
John Carroll) the women placed a
strong first with a team total of 188,
99 points away from second place
Ohio Wesylan. For the men they
finished second to Case Western
with a team total of 142.
voice
"for the men it appeared to be
more of a dual meet with Case than
anything else, if you look at some of
the teams like Walsh, Malone and
Mt. Union they only brought their B
and C teams." commented runner
Bob Jones after the meetNo matter
how many B and C teams there were
no would deny that the Case and
Wooster rivalry supplied enough
competition for both sides. "We
went out there and competed as a
team and produced some fine per-
formances, and in the process we
had some people Qualify for NCAC
conference competition as well, on
the whole it was a sucess." com-
mented head coach Craig Penny,
ning with a home run. After this, two
outs were made, followed by ' a
streak of hitting that brought in 5
runs. Myer and Sulivan each had
singles, followed by an RBI double
by Sforzo. After Kessler drew a
walk. Russ Miller hit a 2 RBI single,
followed by another one by Senior
Bruce "Eggs" Benedict.
Finally, in the bottom of the sixth,
Wooster scored two more runs off an
RBI homer by catcher Kevin
Howard. This put the totals for the
game at 15 runs off of 18 hits by the
Scots versus 5 and 7, respectively,
for the Muskies.
The second game was thrown by
Rob Piscetta, who pitched an ex-
cellent game, despite the misleading
10-- 9 score. Said Pitching Coach Dave
Moss, "Rob threw very well. The
score doesn't reflect what he did."
The first inning started off with
three runs by the Muskies off the
three hits and five base runners,
though Piscetta did strike out the
eaicher Keller. As both pitchers bat-
tled it out, neither team was able to
score after this until the. third inning,
when the Scots managed to get two
runs in off three hits. After catcher
Howard and centerfielder Hall were
on base, third baseman Meyer hit a
single to knock in Howard. After an
out and a Sforzo single, Kessler hit a
sacrifice fly to center, knocking in
another run.
While Piscetta held the Muskies
scoreless in the fourth, the Scots
managed a run when baseman Mike
O'Brian, on third after hitting a tri-
ple, was knocked in by Peterjohn.
The fifth inning saw both teams
score. The Muskies got two men on
base to start off the inning, and,
after the third baseman struck out, a
sacrifice fly by Keller scored one for
them. The Scots pulled ahead,
though, in the bottom of the fifth.
With two men on base, leftfielder
Miller bit a single, on which both
men were abe to score, putting the
offer surprises at Case
For the women their overall per
formanees were flawless and show
ed that winning the indoor title was
no fluke. One individual who stood
out above the rest was sophomore
National Qualifier Univer Bukhala
who won the long jump (17-7,- 3-
4),and the 100 yard dash (13.14) and
she also finished second in the triplejump (33.9) and 200 yard dash
(27.22). Other outstanding per
formances were recorded by
sophomore Holly Haltera an who
won the 400 and loo High Hurdles
and Linda Stevenson who set a
school record in the 5000 meter run
in 18:43.32. Lisa Diment, star
basketball player, entered into the
800 for the first time and came up
victorious with a time of 2:28.27. In
the field events it was freshman Lisa
Hochhauser who finished first in the
discus with a throw of 103'4".
In the men's events it was NCAC
Most Valuable Track Athlete John
Taylor who won the 110 High
Hurdles in 15:14. In the Shot put it!
was Tony Adams who won with a
throw of 47 1 1-- 2. In both the men's
and women's 400 meter relay it was
sweet sucess as they emerged
Socts ahead 5-- 4.
The Muskies went three up, three
down in the top of the sixth. In the
bottom of the sixth, the Socts put up
eight batters and scored three runs.
Things were led off by an error-sing- le
by Peterjohn, followed by
Howard getting on base. After Hall
hit out, Meyer hit a single to knock in
one run, and he then proceeded to
steal second base. After Rob Hower-to-n
struck out, Sforzo came through
again with a two run double, to finish
up the Scot scoring in the sixth. This
brought a new. Muskingham pitcher,
Ryder, who was able to pitch out the
inning.
The top of the seventh, however,
proved to be a good inning for the
Muskies. With two men on base, cat-
cher Keller hit a home run to push
the score to 8--7. Next up was the left--
fielder Thompson, who also hit a
home run, tying the game np. After
giving up these shots, Piscetta was
replaced by Rob Schweek on the
uound. Though the inning was over
with the next batter, the game was
tied, and the pressure was on the
Scots td score. Unfortunately, the'
Scots went three up, three down in
the bottom of the seventh, and the
game was forced into extra innings.
After one out, a walk, and a single
by the Muskies in the top of the
eight, Wooster coach Tim Petterini
put in senior reliever Todd
Kilpatrick with a 2--1 count on the
Muskie centerfielder. Kilpatrick led
by one hit which
drove in a run, and then managed to
pitch his way out of the inning on two
infield outs. Thus, the Scots came up
in the bottom of the inning needing to m
score two runs to win, which is ex-
actly what they did.
After Hall was walked, Ryder was
replaced by Rolf on the mound for
the Muskies. After giving up a walk
and a single, Rolf was hit up for a
double by Sforzo. scoring one. Then
Continued on Page 7
together in first place.
This Saturday the men and women
will host the Allegheny Gators at
Severence Stadium.
Team score:
Men: Case Western, 180.5,
Wooster 142.
Women: Wooster 188, Case
Western 89.
Women's Events
5000 meter run: 1) Stevenson
18:43.32 (hew school record) 2.Keengas. 18:4 5.41, 4.Sinopoli,19:22.10.5. Danowski
19:37.05
400 meter relay : 1. Wooster 51.22.
1500 meter run: 1. Keller, 5:00.51,
2. Nystrom 5:03.63, 4. Scierka,
5:07.2, 6. Pickett, 5:13.82 .
100 High Hurdles: 1. Halterman,
15.9.
Lone Jump: l.Bukhala, 17-- 7 3-- 4, 2.
Tan, 18-1-0.
400 meter dash: 3..KazmeriskLl:02.8. '
100 yard dash: 1. Bukhala, 13.14, 3.
Belcher 13.51.
800 yard dash: l.Diment2:26.27.






talies two on the
chin
By Chris Shilts
South Bend is a long way away.
Last year's team took Notre Dame
to the limit. This year without the
lost graduates, it seemed that the
trip to South Bend would be much
longer then the approximated five
hours.
However, the Scots fought hard
and at the conclusion of the contest,




Frank; Windsor once again, lead
the way with four goals. Konrad
Gesner, Tim Abrams and Bay Boil-
ing each added one of their own.
Gesner had three assists, and
Charles DeLana fed one.
Wooster was better than average
in the face-of-f situation winning 8 of
14. Offentirely Wooster was outshot
by Notre Dame 44-3- 5.
.
Jim Laralle lead all Scot players
with seven ground balls. .
Earlier -- this semester, Wooster
travelled to Gambler to confront the
purple Lords in an indoor scrimage,
Wooster returned confident and
satisfied with their play. Last Tues-
day, however, Kenyon destroyed
Wooster 17--2. Sharp, precise passing
and good ball control proved to be
too much for the Scots to handle.
Goals by Abrams and Windsor only
a shut-ou- t. Co-Capta- infreventedete Dancy is still out with his re-injur- ed
knee, and it is unlikely he
will return anytime soon. The Scots
are missing his stick.
Tennis teams continue
season
The Scot-tenni- s team posted its fifthl
consecutive victory over the
weekend, improving its overall!
record to 9-- 5, and its conference
slate to 3--0. The team posted
shutouts over John Carroll and
Oberlin, and defeated Allegheny, 7--
2.
tecs too
























Junior Dave Baka has played wen
at the first singles position, and his 8--j
mark is not baa, consiaenng inei
fierce competition be has faced.
Junior Shahid Khokhar and senior
Done Hart are both 9--5. at numbers
two and three singles, respectively
Senior Bob Leach Is 6--7 at xouruJ
singles, junior John Baker --l atf
fnumber five, and junior Rodney




237ypetfftitez Seice & SaUs, One.
2522 devefamd Road Wooster, Ohio 44691
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Baka and Hart are 7-- 4 at first
dnobles, Baker and sophomore Dave
Pros 8--1 at second doubles, and
Leach and Duncan 5--1 at the third
doubles jwsltioD.., - -
Despite a fifth-pla- ce finish at the
eight-tea- m Great Lakes Colleges
Association tournament April 4--5,
the Scottie netters continue to show
marked improvement.
WOOTS TEHB5





















. First singles Kirston Fatten raised
ner record to an impressive ll--l.
while her doubles partner, Jodi
Tnrley jumped to 11--2 at fifth
singles. Kam Su-Shui- n, second
singles, is now 8--3. Melissa Forker is
4--7 at --third singles; Jennifer Lister
has split her 12 matches thus far at
fourth singles, and Susie Watson is 4--
8 at sixtn singles.
Kam and Lister are 8--4 at first
doubles; Patton and Turley 11--2 at
second; and Forker and Sarah
Crawford are 5-- 5 at third doubles.
baseball
Continued from Page 6
Kessler got on base to load them up.
With the pressure on his shoulders,
senior co-capt-ain Buss Miller hit a
single to knock in the winning run,
rewarding the diligent fans who
stayed through the bad weather to
watch the games.
This weekend, April 12 and 13, the
Scots .face a very tough .Ohio
Wesleyan team, one that has
already beat powerhouse Marietta.
"If we can win this weekend, we're
well on our way," said Coach Moss,
who is hoping that the nine pitchers
that the Scots have will make a bis
difference in this four-gam- e series.
The games will be held at 1:00 p.m.
ootn days on the Art Murray Field
tke wo'dsiiSRVdrcE Friday April li, - pag t; 7
My IPerspectfive
We can't cover them the
nay v;e used to
By David Dean
Every once in a while we sports writers get what's
commonly. referred to as "writers block." That fatal
disease that manages to put a crimp on any form of
creative expression. This writer is no different. But like
the postman of America, the mail must go through, I too
must write through what appears to be sheer void of
creativity. Ah! I've got something but alas its a bit
dated and perhaps those whom it directly affects will
consider it to be a poor substitute for the real thing but --
lets give it a try anyway. . ; ... ,
Over the past three weeks I have received a barage of
phone calls, nasty letters and personal confrontations
extolling the virtue of printing the entire story and those
stories that, according to these people, never see print.
When I try to reckon with the power of a limited staff. .
and coverage time I find myself in a never winning
situation. However, in order to rectify a serious pro-
blem, in the minds of one of the most sucessful varsity .
sports, I must first apologize but' clarify my apology
along with a statement of facts.
. Sports at The College of Wooster are not created equal
and much to my chagrin that may never change without
a semi-unrealist- ic approach to the problem. Like any
business enterprise the most, sucessful money-make- rs
always rise to top while those who seemingly do better
on their scale are left by the way side. Such is the case
with the women's swim team who victoriously smashed
the competition to finish fifth ( count it fifth) in Division
IH Nationals. To many who distance themselves from
the swim arena it may seem purely trivial that such ac--.
complishments from Sara Frost, Brooke Henderson and .
Jennifer Kellam, Kris Baumann, Lori Todorlch, Kay .
Schwertzler and Jill McLaughlin are unimportant but :
the fart that a team that has done nothing but improve -
the entire season, without one let-dow- n ( possibly that
not the entire team qualified) seems to suggest thatperhaps the sports world should re-evalu- ate its criterion
for press coverage.
My apologies to Sara, Brooke. Jennifer.Kris.LorLKay.and Jill for the over-sig- ht of such gross
proportions and hope that this recognition of the pro-
blem will prompt others to criticize the sports section if
for no other reason than to improve it.
Editors Note: Last week's column read that Ohio State's
basketball coach Eldon Miller resigned on his own,
when in fact he was fired. Sorry for any inconvience that
It will be mostly cloudy with a chance of .
showers or. snow flurries today with a high
reaching 39 to 44. Tonight promises to be
mostly cloudy with a slight chance of some,lingering snow flurries and a low of 30 to 35.The weekend is shaping up to be fair but cool.Skies will be sunny --to partly sunny on bothSaturday and Sunday with mostly clear nights.Highs will range from 45 to 50 on Saturday and
58 to 63 on Sunday. Lows Both mornings will dipto 30 to 35. TRIVIA: So far this year, six
tornadoes have struck Ohio killing thr peopled
vA'v oS- - ''ft y t S'










Congratulations. For earning a degree, you may have earned yourself a brand new
Pontiac at very attractive financing. It's GMAC's College Graduate Financing Plan
a special opportunity tailored to the special needs of recent graduates.
Take advantage of GMAC's College Graduate Plan, and you'll put just 5 down on a new Pontiac.
Just 5. You don't have to be an economics major to know that's a great deal.
Pontiac knows you haven't been able to save a lot of money at school. But at 5 down, buying
a new car is easy.
And you're not buying just any car. You're buying the driving excitement of Pontiac. The perfect
cars for recent graduates. Sporty, performing automobiles that are fun to drive, great to look at
and. best of all. Pontiac is affordable with GMAC's College Graduate Financing Plan.
No Payments Due for 90 Days or $250 Coupon Towards
Down Payment
While you're getting established in your career, you won't have to worry about making payments
right away on your new Pontiac. You can wait for 90 days.
Or. if you'd rather take a coupon worth $250 toward your down payment, go ahead. Choose the
plan that will help you most. .
Lowest Possible GMAC Interest Rate
No matter what the interest rate is at the time you buy, your interest rate will be lower. Only
those on the Graduate Plan will receive the lowest rate in your area.
Who Qualifies?
Anyone who is graduated in 1986 and employed or has a verifiable commitment for employment
is eligible. You must also have no derogatory credit. All you need is a degree and a job. It's that
simple. You can qualify anytime from right now until April 30, 1987.
What About Credit Approval?.
Now's your chance to establish credit. GMAC is aware you probably haven't made a major
purchase yet, but the company knows that because you have a degree and a job you're a good
credit risk. Everybody has to start somewhere. Why not start off in a new Pontiac.
r i
l Toil-Fre- e Graduate Hotline 1-800245- -9000 l
If you have any questions regarding GMAC's College Graduate Financing Plan, call the I
. Graduate Hotline. If you're reading your school paper on campus, clip this number so you
can find out more about buying an exciting new Pontiac. If you're convinced you want to I



























Continued from Page 6
400 High Hardies: 1. Halteraan,
1:07XI.
200 yard dash: 2. Bokhala, 27.22, 5.
Belcher, 28. t2.
HighJump:6).Ham,4-4- .
Triple Jump: 2. Bokhala, 33.1, 3.
Ta 31.8.5
Discus: 1. Hochhanser. 1034"
3000 meter run: 1. (tie) Keller
Stevenson, 11:11.1, 2. Danowski,
11:22.07,5. Arbogast, 11:57.68.
KEN'S EVENTS
1000 meter steeplechase: 2.
Faeh,10:06.81, 3.1fichalek,10: 13.02.
Shot Pot: 1. Adams. 47-- 1 1-- 2.. 4.
Carmel44 4 3-- 4.
400 meter relay: 1. Wooster,42.92.
1500 meter run: 3. Jones. 4:04.77
110 High Hurdles: 1. Taylor,15.15,
5. Ifanaryk.15.98, 6. Jones, 16.09.
' 400 meter dash: 2. Dennis.50.81,4.
Blosser,51.88. :
100 yard dash: 2.Carter,ll:03.
Pole Vault: 4. Waugh.lJ-0- .
Triple Jump: 3. lfunroe,41-10-l-- 2,
4. Reese, 40-- 2.
330 yard dash: 5. Dean 2:02.62.
- 400 High Hurdles : 2Munroe, 57.34,
4. Jones, 58.71, 8. Workman, 59.47.
200 meter dash: 3. Carter.23.04, 4.
Blosser,23.3.
5000 meter run: 3. Fleming ,
15:29.50 (new school record), 4.Uellor, 16:05.11. 5.
Michalek46:07.30.
Discus: 2. CarmeL ISO'T"











U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydne- y
College, founded in Virginia by
. James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option.
The Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt
Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.LitL
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British
Academy, Professor Emeritus





WISC. Rm 53. 158 W. 81 St,
NY.NY, 10024.
(212-724-0804724-01- 38).
(EOAA)
